Crossword 16,063 Set by Rosa Klebb

ACROSS
1  Spooner’s city sends for fortune tellers (7,5)
10  Pub shunning novelty? Cheers! (7)
11  Joyful female, not initially impatient (7)
12  Lots of tubby Estonians on vacation (5)
13  X-rated Barking fleshpot (3-5)
15  Show Peace Nobelist ignoring royal greeting (3-7)
16  Posh slob stripped in northern city (4)
18  Gripped wound, reportedly (4)
20  Administering cure soon is critical (10)
22  Novelist Tom Wolfe's last letter (8)
24  Pays attention to revolutionary attack (5)
26  Love poetry beginning to trigger disquiet (7)
27  Unlimited real food, fit for consumption (7)
28  Excitedly recalls bendy female performers (5,7)

DOWN
2  Utter tosh about US estate agent (7)
3  Jam makers entering S&M clubs, perhaps in costume (8)
4  Spots top pilot circling capital of Nepal (4)
5  Zany Polish butcher in Soho (10)
6  Catalogues Blair’s stash regularly (5)
7  Singular old ladies describing student couplings (7)
8  Burning Tory Union Jack quota? (13)
9  Small gangs of little people on speed, oddly unruffled (4-9)
14  Use those to pay for treatment (10)
17  Resolute nana belted bumpkin, Cockneys say (8)
19  Saw tramp in empty pub (7)
21  Havoc to be repeated over month (7)
23  Starts to loot your store of lavatory disinfectant (5)
25  Extremely flavoursome tapioca and cheese (4)
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